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Abstract:  Project is largely supported fault management under the service Assurance. Tata communication are using Monolith NMS tool 

for monitoring the Network Devices. All the Network Devices are available with vendors like Cisco, Juniper, Alcatel, and Huawei. All the 

information corresponding data maintaining by Cramer Whenever new device configured or terminated from the Network. Supposed any 

fault occurred on protocol level that point device will generate log and send to Monolith Collection server. Will Processing the logs 

supported multiple regular expression and process the Alarm. Monolith is integrated with Service Now for Ticketing and capable to book 

Proactive Ticket for the processed Alarm. 

 

Index Terms – Perl, UNIX Basics, SQL, PE Syslog Patterns. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Syslog may be a standard for sending and receiving notification messages–in a specific format–from various network devices. The 

messages include time stamps, event messages, severity, host IP addresses, diagnostics and more. All the information corresponding data 

maintaining by Cramer Whenever new device configured or terminated from the Network. Supposed any fault occurred on protocol level 

that point device will generate log and send to Monolith Collection server. Will Processing the logs supported multiple regular expression 

and process the Alarm. Monolith is integrated with Service Now for Ticketing and capable to book Proactive Ticket for the processed Alarm. 
Moreover, Syslog is open-ended. Syslog was designed to observe network devices and systems to channelize notification messages if there 

are any issues with functioning–it also sends out alerts for pre-notified events and monitors suspicious activity via the change log/event log 

of participating network devices. Logs aren't any longer limited to servers; they cover all networked systems including user terminals. 

Forensics related usage requires reliability and integrity [1]. In today’s distributed heterogeneous environment, to confirm safe collection and 

archiving, dedicated resources are generally assigned for logging. Applications and devices will send the log messages to those collectors. 

Standard logging protocols are required for interoperability. Security mechanisms should be available to confirm the privacy, authenticity, 

and integrity of the messages. Over and above, log messages should be collected, reliably and without interruption [2]. 

 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

We need to spot Network Syslog’s those are missing and notify to operation and IPNOC team. Different devices used for networking is 

definitely handled by syslog. Availability of enormous data makes the task of handling it even harder and predicting risks has never been 

easy. Device monitoring can't be possible one by one. So for avoiding those difficulties syslog is generated for each device. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Syslog may be a way for network devices to send event messages to a logging server – usually referred to as a Syslog server. The Syslog 

protocol is supported by a large range of devices and might be wont to log differing kinds of events [3]. as an example, a router might send 

messages about users logging on to console sessions, while a web- server might log access-denied events. 

Most network equipment, like routers and switches, can send Syslog messages. Not only that, but nix servers even have the flexibility to 

get Syslog data, as do most firewalls, some printers, and even web-servers like Apache. Windows-based servers don’t support Syslog natively, 

but an outsized number of third-party tools make it easy to gather Windows Event Log or IIS data and forward it to a Syslog server. 

Unlike SNMP, Syslog can’t be wont to “poll” devices to assemble information. As an example, SNMP encompasses a complex data 

structure that permits a management station to ask a tool for information on things like temperature data or available space. That’s unfeasible 

with Syslog – it simply sends messages to a central location when specific events are triggered. 
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Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The below fig. is existing system of project. Where missing syslog is identify on syslog server. Then we have to take troubleshoot from 

NOC team by checking their IP address. And notify the missing syslog to customer by using Perl scripting. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Existing System 

4.1 Missing Syslog Identification:   

Syslog could be a format of string which is generated on every device. That device is generating one mail and stored in log file. Any 

style of fault occurred on any device than it'll generate the logs. Device is capable to send the log to any monitoring system on SNMP port 

514 as default. All the device has configured by monolith collection layer IP where receiving syslog. We must check which syslog is missing 

and make their report by scripting. Identified the desired syslog that user can highlight the difficulty which devices faces. If syslog is missed, 

then read a computer file supported IP then convert it into CSV file. And lastly notify to customer by sending mail by Perl scripting. 
 

4.2 Troubleshoot:   

For troubleshooting, there's separate team called as NOC. If NOC team doesn't give us troubleshoot of any device then we must sign up 

Note dump.  If IP not in note dump that's receiving from NOC device details which means device is dead. Then Notify to customer for 

missing information by Perl scripting.  
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4.3 Managing Syslog:   

SNMP could be a standard protocol for monitoring and managing systems within the Internet. A logging system should be seamlessly 

manageable using SNMP. For that purpose, managed objects have to be defined as Management Information Base. 

 

4.4 Working:   

We must do Perl coding for reading the CSV file for file handling and browse log file and convert it into zip file. Then compare the IP 

list within the CSV file and notify to customer by Perl scripting. And also, frequently monitor the missing syslogs and provides update to 

customer manually through cronjob scheduler for whole day. The below is the working flow of project:  

a. Perl code -CSV file read 

                        | 

                  File handling 

b. Perl code – Read log file – convert into ZIP file 

                         | 

                  Notify to customer 
c. Perl code – Manually create cronjob scheduler for whole day 

 

4.5 Cronjob Scheduler:   

Cronjob scheduler is that the task scheduler, where task is scheduled by date and time. This is often a straightforward thanks to remember 

what that task does. To run a “Cron Job” task that runs quite once every day, Click Daily task. Recur daily and repeat the task every (How 

often you would like the task to run. you'll be able to type in other options during this field than what's given) and take care to click enabled. 

At the moment click Okay and click on the tab “Actions” and New.  

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF SYSLOG 

 

5.1 Syslog Backend Details:   

In this fig: Syslog backend details shows the details of the customer where the syslog came in a particulate pattern.it indicates the date of 

the event , timing of the event, VPRN no, BGP warnings, router configuration, and IP address. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Syslog Backend 

 

5.2 Syslog Alarm INFO:   

In the fig: Syslog Alarm represents the device the AlarmId, AlarmKey, Name of device where the location of the device and name of the 

device is. The events will be converted into alarms. That alarms can be process for making the ticket in service now for resolving the device 

problem. 
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Fig. 4 Syslog Alarm 

 

5.3 Monolith UI for Alarm INFO:   

The below fig: Monolith UI Alarm shows the problem of any device on port 510 where the syslog is missing. That syslog can generate 

event and will be processed foe alarms. In Monolith UI, it indicates the device alarm info, device name, device type, event type, event text, 

count of event, last event occurred, and the customer details. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Monolith UI for Alarm 

5.4 Backend Processing Syslog:   

The below fig: Backend processing syslog shows that the exact problem of the device. That device can generate the massage in a format 

and send to the NOC team. That team will process the issue for in log file. That log file we have to operate using Perl scripting to identify in 

which device syslog is missing. 
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Fig. 6 Backend Processing Syslog 

 

VI. HANDLING AUTOMATION 

6.1 Customer to notify:   

Using Perl scripting we have to notify to customer by sending mail where exact issues occurred in the device.  

 

6.2 Make Scheduler: 

Task scheduler is one of the most practical applications because it can streamline your work. The main purpose of the task scheduler is to 
trigger the running of different scripts and programs at a specific time or a certain event. It has a library where all the task loaded are indexed 

and it organizes them according to the time that must be done and their importance. 
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Fig. 7 Task Scheduler 

 

VII. RESULT 

Conclude that, Identified the syslog gaps proactively and May fulfilled the gaps and provides time to time updating to customer by sending 

mail through Perl scripting. And identify the missing syslog using previous data. And generate alarms for creating their ticket by third team 

for further process. Using Syslog, it's very helpful for company to convey better services to customer. I’ve got used a SNMP protocol for 

assess any failure points quickly. The appliance monitors configuration information of syslog applications in an exceedingly network, 

analyzes monitored configuration and visualizes the results on report. 
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